
Industrial Proofs with ACL2Matt Kaufmann1 and J Strother Moore21 Advaned Miro Devies, In., 5900 East Ben White Blvd., Austin, TX 78741,matt.kaufmann�amd.om2 Department of Computer Sienes, University of Texas at Austin,Taylor Hall 2.124, Austin, Texas 78712,moore�s.utexas.edu1 AbstratToday it is impratial to prove { formally and mehanially { the orretnessof entire omputing systems of ommerial interest. There are many reasons forthis, both tehnial and eonomi. Mehanized theorem proving is neverthelessrelevant in ommerial hardware and software prodution. But pratial onsid-erations require that we fous our attention on problems that are both tehniallyfeasible within the time limits available and of interest to system designers. Inthis note we desribe a few suh industrial problems addressed with ACL2. Weonlude with a brief desription of what ACL2 is and how it is used.Keywords: ACL2, hardware veri�ation, software veri�ation, formal veri�a-tion, theorem proving, automated reasoning.2 Appliations\ACL2" is the name of a funtional programming language (based on CommonLisp), a �rst-order mathematial logi, and a mehanial theorem prover. Thetheorem prover is used to prove theorems in the logi { theorems about funtionsde�ned in the programming language.\ACL2" stands for A Computational Logi for Appliative Common Lisp.ACL2, whih is sometimes alled an \industrial strength version of the Boyer-Moore system," is the produt of Kaufmann and Moore, with many early designontributions by Boyer. The ACL2 theorem prover is interative in the sense thatthe user is responsible for the strategy used in proofs. But it is automati in thesense that one started on a problem, it proeeds without human assistane.In the hands of an experiened user, the theorem prover an produe proofs ofompliated theorems.It has been used for a variety of important formal methods projets of in-dustrial and ommerial interest, inluding:{ veri�ation that the register-transfer level desription of the AMD AthlonTMproessor's elementary oating point arithmeti iruitry implements the



IEEE oating point standard [11, 12℄; similar work has been done for om-ponents of the AMD K5 proessor [10℄, the IBM Power 4 [13℄, and the AMDOpteronTM proessor.1{ veri�ation that a miroarhitetural model of a Motorola digital signal pro-essor (DSP) implements a given miroode engine [1℄ and veri�ation thatspei� miroode extrated from the ROM implements ertain DSP algo-rithms [2℄;{ veri�ation that miroode for the Rokwell Collins AAMP7 implements agiven seurity poliy having to do with proess separation [3℄;{ veri�ation that the JVM byteode produed by the Sun ompiler javaon ertain simple Java lasses implements the laimed funtionality [9℄ andthe veri�ation of properties of importane to the Sun byteode veri�er asdesribed in JSR-139 for J2ME JVMs [7℄;{ veri�ation of the soundness and ompleteness of a Lisp implementation ofa BDD pakage that has ahieved runtime speeds of about 60% those ofthe CUDD pakage (however, unlike CUDD, the veri�ed pakage does notsupport dynami variable reordering and is thus more limited in sope) [15℄;{ veri�ation of the soundness of a Lisp program that heks the proofs pro-dued by the Ivy theorem prover from Argonne National Labs; Ivy proofsmay thus be generated by unveri�ed ode but on�rmed to be proofs by averi�ed Lisp funtion [8℄.Other appliations are desribed in [4℄ and in the papers distributed as partof the periodi ACL2 workshops, the proeedings of whih may be found via theWorkshops link on the ACL2 home page [6℄. All papers in the ACL2 Workshopseries are available online and eah is aompanied by supporting material thatallows you to reprodue the results in the paper with ACL2. Thus, the Work-shops onstitute a large body of examples illustrating how di�erent users attakdi�erent kinds of problems. We reommend browsing the Workshop papers forwork that seems similar to the work you might be doing with ACL2.As these examples demonstrate, it is possible to onstrut mehaniallyheked proofs of properties of great interest in industrial hardware and softwaredesigners. The properties proved are typially not omplete haraterizations ofthe orretness of the systems studied. For example, the proofs about the AMDmiroproessors { the AMD K5 proessor, the AMD Athlon proessor, and theAMD Opteron proessor { just deal with the IEEE ompliane of ertain oat-ing point operations modeled at the register transfer level. The miroproessorsontain many unveri�ed omponents and the veri�ed ones ould fail due to vio-lations of their input onditions.Nevertheless, these theorems were proved for good reason: the designers wereonerned about their designs. Aspets of these designs are quite subtle or om-pliated and formal spei�ation and mehanized proof o�er the most ompleteway to relieve the onerns that something ritial to orret funtionality hadbeen overlooked in the designs.1 AMD, the AMD logo, AMD Athlon, AMD Opteron, and ombinations thereof, aretrademarks of Advaned Miro Devies, In.



In addition to being interesting, these theorems are hard to prove. That isa relative judgment of ourse. Compared to longstanding open problems, thesetheorems are all trivial. But by many measures eah of these proofs is muh moreompliated than any proof ever enountered by most readers. For example, theIEEE ompliane proof for the oating point division miroode for the AMDK5 proessor (in 1995) required the formal statement and proof of approximately1,200 lemmas. Subsequent AMD oating-point proofs are harder to measure be-ause they build on libraries of lemmas that have been aumulating sine 1995.The orrespondene result between the Motorola DSP miroarhiteture and itsmiroode engine involved intermediate formulas that, when printed, onsumed25 megabytes (approximately 5000 pages of densely paked text) per formula.And the proof involved hundreds of suh formulas. The orretness argumentfor one partiular DSP miroode program required an extremely subtle gener-alization that took many days for the author to raft. The formal model of theConneted Limited Devie Con�guration (CLDC) JVM and byteode veri�er isalmost 700 pages of densely paked text. The proof that a simple Java lass,whih spawns an unbounded number of threads, produes a monotoni inreasein the value of a ertain shared ounter produes about 19,000 subgoals andrequires about 84 megabytes to print.In these senses, the theorems in whih we are interested are little (but hard)theorems about big systems, or put another way, they are valuable and non-trivial theorems about parts of very ompliated systems.3 About ACL2The ACL2 programming language is essentially the side-e�et free (or \fun-tional") part of ANSI Standard Common Lisp [14℄. Here is the de�nition of afuntion sum that sums the integers from n down to 0. The funtion might bede�ned in ACL2:(defun sum (n)(if (zp n)0(+ n (sum (- n 1)))))Thus, for example (sum 6) is 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 +0 or 21.The ACL2 theorem prover an prove that (sum n) is equal ton� (n+ 1)2when n is a natural number. In ACL2, this theorem is written this way:(implies (natp n)(equal (sum n)(* n (+ n 1) 1/2)))



This theorem an be proved, using the axioms of propositional alulus, equality,arithmeti, and the reursive de�nition of sum.The ACL2 theorem prover is a omputer program that takes formulas likethat one above as input and tries to �nd mathematial proofs. It uses rewriting,deision proedures, mathematial indution and many other proof tehniquesto prove theorems in a �rst-order mathematial theory of reursively de�nedfuntions and indutively onstruted objets [5℄.The ACL2 theorem prover an prove the formula above about (sum n), om-pletely automatially by indution on n, provided the user �rst instruts ACL2to load the standard arithmeti lemma library.The logi in whih ACL2 theorems are stated is undeidable: no algorithman be written that will determine whether or not a given formula is a theorem.ACL2's theorem prover is sound but inomplete: if it says \yes" the formula isa theorem; if it says \no" (or runs \forever") the formula may or may not be atheorem.The theorem prover frequently needs help �nding proofs. This help is pro-vided by the user, in the form of key lemmas to prove �rst. As noted above, toprove the AMD K5 proessor's oating-point division operation ompliant withthe IEEE standard, we needed to prove about 1,200 lemmas. Those lemmasformed the basis of a oating point arithmeti lemma library.Many suh lemma olletions { alled books in ACL2 parlane { are dis-tributed with ACL2. Multiple books an be inluded into a single session toon�gure ACL2's database. Books are available for many di�erent mathemat-ial domains, inluding various parts of arithemti (integer, rational, oatingpoint), �nite set theory, vetors, lists, et.The ACL2 home page [6℄ ontains the ACL2 soures, images for many dif-ferent platforms, installation instrutions, books developed by the ACL2 usersaround the world, and doumentation and papers about ACL2. ACL2 is dis-tributed without fee under the terms of the GNU General Publi Liense.To learn to use ACL2 we reommend that you �rst read \A Gentle Intro-dution to ACL2 Programming" http://www.s.utexas.edu/users/moore/publi-ations/gentle-intro-to-al2-programming.html, and then \ACL2 ProgrammingExerises 1" otherwise known as \Getting Started with ACL2," http://www.s-.utexas.edu/users/moore/publiations/al2-programming-exerises1.html. If youare still interested in ACL2, we reommend learning a bit about the theo-rem prover, by reading and doing the exerises in \How to Prove TheoremsFormally," http://www.s.utexas.edu/users/moore/publiations/how-to-prove--thms/index.html. If you're still interested, buy [5℄ and do the exerises in it.It is not neessary to purhase [5℄ from Kluwer, whih ontrols the hardbakopyrights but not the paperbak rights. For instrutions for purhasing a spiral-bound paperbak version of [5℄ (approximately at ost plus postage), see http://-www.s.utexas.edu/users/moore/publiations/al2-books/ar/index.html.The so-lutions to all the exerises mentioned above are on the web.
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